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 by ...love Maegan   

Inioma 

"The Haircare Professionals"

Inioma is a trendy hair and beauty salon that is all about offering clients a

top-notch beauty experience. From the latest beauty treatments to the

trending hair styles and coloring, the stylists are well versed in their craft.

Clients can opt for celeb-favorite treatments like Olaplex, said to be

favored by the likes of Kim Kardashian and J.LO, to make their hair shine.

There is also a cafe onsite for clients to relax while waiting for their turn.

The ambiance is friendly and clients are made to feel comfortable and the

salon promises a personalized beauty experience, a wellness haven that's

sure to please.

 +41 43 266 3300  www.inioma.ch/  welcome@inioma.ch  Preyergasse 20, Zurich

 by Unique Hotels Group   

Pure Beauty Spa 

"Wellness Haven"

Pure Beauty Spa is a day spa that offers a variety of services and beauty

packages to have you looking and feeling your best. Unwind and destress

with a host of treatments from spa rituals, facials, and more. There are

treatments tailored to suit your needs, right from the signature Pure Bliss

Custom Facial to treatments for expecting mothers, young adults and

men.

 +41 4 3544 3131

(Reservations)

 www.purebeautyspa.ch/  info@purebeautyspa.ch  Zollikerstrasse 82, Zurich

 by Unique Hotels Group   

ease DESIGN SPA 

"Relax In Style"

Styled in lavish interiors, this spacious spa offers relaxing views of the city

in its lofty quarters. The spa spreads out over several treatment rooms,

including a common Club Room area, the Sensual treatment room with a

shower area and a Laboratory room for specialty treatments, among

others. Massages are designed to rejuvenate and induce a therapeutic

after-effect, and guests can choose from full body massages, lymphatic

drainage and the Indian Summer Ritual massage. Besides massages,

other beauty treatments are offered as well.

 +41 44 555 4555

(Reservations)

 www.easedesignspa.ch/  info@easedesignspa.ch  Giessereistrasse 18, Puls 5,

Zurich
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